
NEW WARM DIMMING LIGHT ENGINE 
OPTIONS FROM



Offer versatility with your luminaire design. Thomas Research Product's Warm Dimming  allows your users to enjoy the same  
rich and warm glow they know from traditional halogen and incandescent sources. This special feature changes the color temperature  
from cooler to warmer as the light level decreases.

SYSTEMS TO MATCH THE APPLICATIONS
We created two alternate DC-based warm dimming technologies for LED light engines, which deliver 
performance optimized to your applications. When controlled with a standard phase cut line-voltage dimmer, 
both designs follow a natural incandescent dimming curve.

Light Engine Solution: Our patent-pending Warm Dimming system is based on a module that is integrated 
with the light engine itself. Our best solution allows your custom Thomas Research Products board to be 
powered by any dimmable DC-output constant-current driver with line voltage dimming. The light engine 
includes LED chips with both cooler and warmer CCTs. 

Driver-based Solution: We also offer a system which utilizes a custom driver with integrated dual-channel 
control. This can be an effective solution for high-volume luminaires under 25W. The design can include 
pc-Amber LED chips or low CCT white LED chips, for broader dimming spectral power distribution (SPD). 
Color stability and efficacy are unaffected at >70% phase angle, as dictated by higher CCT LEDs. 

KEY FEATURES
• Compatible with standard phase cut dimmers
• Can be applied to most any light engine we design
• Customizable color temperature ranges
• Follows a more natural incandescent dimming curve than

   competing technologies

APPLICATIONS: 

Hospitality
Retail
Commercial
Residential

WARM DIMMING DESIGNS
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WARMING UP TO THE POSSIBILITIES
Warm Dimming brings natural-feeling light indoors with a simple control 
scheme. The color and brightness of the light source are adjusted together  
to simulate bright daylight with a smooth transition to sunset tones. 

Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) describes the color “appearance” of the light source. Incandescent sources go from yellowish 
to amber-toned CCTs when dimmed. As standard “single CCT” LEDs are dimmed, the color temperature remains generally 
consistent with its full power appearance. 

Warm Dimming goes beyond both single CCT and incandescent: At full output, the bright white light is what your eyes need 
for detailed tasks or to bring out the brilliance of a product. When dimmed, warm amber light creates a cozy feeling. 
Imagine a new range of possibilities for your customers.

We can apply these attractive design options to your light engine project. Contact us for more information or a demonstration.
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